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To WPC partners ESSnet Big Data II  

Cc  

from Vera Ivanova  

 

subject: Draft minutes 9th WPC meeting ESSnet BD II by WebEx 22nd October 2019 

2019-10-29 

  
Participants 

Galya Stateva (PL WPC) - BG   Johannes Gussenbauer - AT   

Olav ten Bosch - NL   Aidan Condron - IE   

Dick Windmeijer - NL   Vera Ivanova – technical assistant - BG   

Ewelina Newandomska - PL     

Malek - PL     

Donato Summa - IT      

 

Galya announced that the meeting will be held without the representatives of DE, FI and UK.  Philip 

Lee and Luke Lorenzi will not participate in the web-ex meetings anymore because of Brexit, 

nevertheless they will work on the proofreading of Methodological reference framework and will still 

be part of the WPC team but will communicate by e-mail.  

The proposed agenda is:  

1. Discussion and finalization the Draft RMF, ver. 1.0.  
2. Planning future activities till the end of 2019. 

  
1. Discussion and finalization the Draft RMF, ver. 1.0. 

Galya thanked all for their professional contribution to the Methodological framework and announced 
that the comments of the Review Board are minor and positive. Galya proposed quickly reading the 
comments by sharing the screen and discussing which to accept and which to reject. After a thorough 
reading and comprehensive discussion, all of the comments of the Review Board were accepted and  
only comment №18 rejected. It was decided that Johannes will reflect comments 2 and 3; Donato will 
reflect comment 5 by trying better to explain the concept; Aidan will try to rephrase the text referred 
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to in comment 7; Johannes will do comment 8; Aidan will put additional sentence in the text referred 
to in comment 9; Donato will rephrase the text referred to in comment 11; Olav will do comment 12 
and 13; Jacek emailed Galya and he will reflect comments 14, 15, 17;  Donato will correct the text 
referred to in comment 19.  
 
Galya reviewed the comments by Phil and Luke: all agreed that the term “rate” should stay. As regards 
their second remark about the difference between “proof of concept” and “prototype” all agreed that 
use cases 1 and 2 are ptototypes while use cases 3 and 4 are proof of concept. Also linguistic remarks 
by Phill and Luke were accepted regarding the correct spelling of the terms: workpackage and use case.  
 
A deadline for reflecting the comments of the Review Board was set for the end of the week, so that 
by 31st October Galya to be able to upload and send to Peter the RMF, but before that Phil and Luke 
to have 3 days next week for proofreading. Aidan will send his work on reflecting RB’s comments on 
23rd October because of a holiday. 
 

2. Webscraping policy 
 
Galya announced that she took part in the meeting of the Task Force on Trusted Smart statistics in 
Luxembourg the previous week. She had presented the webscraping policy template. The first 
reactions were very positive, what will follow is further discussions in the Methodological WG in 
Eurostat, in the Directors’ group, Partnership group in order that the policy to become official Eurostat 
document. At the Task Force Aidan had proposed to put GDPR text in the document although Eurostat 
were not willing. Galya talked unofficially with Albrecht and Kostas and they told her to wait for the 
official conclusion from the TF meeting. 

3. AOB. 

Galya informed the WPC partners about the upcoming Implementation track meeting in Vienna on 9-
10th December 2019. 1 participant per country and per WP will have reimbursement by the project’s 
budget. Galya invited especially Olav to participate. 

Conclusions: 

 All of the comments of the Review Board were accepted with only comment №18 rejected.  

 It was decided that Johannes will reflect comments 2, 3 and 8; 

 Donato will reflect comment 5 by trying better to explain the concept; he will rephrase the 
text referred to in comment 11; he will correct the text referred to in comment 19.  

 Aidan will try to rephrase the text referred to in comment 7; he will put additional sentence in 
the text referred to in comment 9;  

 Olav and Aidan will do comment 12; Olav will do comment 13; 

 Jacek will reflect comments 14, 15, 17;  

 A deadline for reflecting the comments of the Review Board was set for the end of the week, 
so that by 31st October Galya to be able to upload and send to Peter the RMF ver. 1.0, but 
before that Phil and Luke to have 3 days next week for proofreading.  

 Aidan will send his work on reflecting RB’s comments on 23rd October because of a holiday. 
 

Next web-ex meeting: 25th November 2019. 


